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Sharing Capacity, 

Building Quality

Philadelphia Health 
Management Corporation

Collaborations,

partnerships,

affiliations

strengthen 

nonprofits

t

To reach people where they are, PHMC delivers 
services in community centers, schools, churches, 
and people’s homes. 

he world in which Alliance for Children and Families member agencies operate is a world of support, assistance, 
and guidance. Each organization devotes its energies to serving its constituent children, families, and communities to 
meet the tremendous breadth and depth of their needs.

But—like the working parent stretched to the limits of emotional, financial, and logistical capacities—those agencies 
have their own needs that must be met if they are to effectively serve those who depend on them.

One Alliance member agency—Philadelphia Health Management Corporation (PHMC)—has developed its own inter-
nal capacities so thoroughly that it has become the parent company for eight other nonprofits and provides a series of
“back-end” office management services to a number of other health and social service organizations in and 
around Philadelphia.
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Providing such services as accounting, human resources, training,
information systems, and communications/marketing, PHMC frees
up resources and energy within the smaller agencies so they can
focus on serving their constituencies, developing programs, and
raising funds.

PHMC has achieved this level of empowerment through a relent-
less focus on excellence, effectiveness, and efficiency, all built on a
dedication to research and evaluation that ensures continuous 
quality improvement in every facet of its operations. Then, through 
collaboration, affiliation, and partnerships, PHMC shares its
strengths with neighboring agencies.

PHMC is—in every sense of the phrase—truly walking the talk.

Strong Foundation of Service
In 1971 the Philadelphia Department of Public Health created

PHMC as a federal demonstration project, brought together by par-
ties interested in community health issues, including individuals and
organizations from the public, provider, payer, and political sectors.
By 1972, PHMC had established itself as an independent nonprofit
organization determined to combat the most daunting health 
problems facing the people of the Philadelphia area. 

The thousands of clients PHMC serves every year are a broad
spectrum of constituents, including HIV-infected mothers, home-
less teenagers, members of Latino neighborhoods, and overall 
individuals and communities across southeastern Pennsylvania. 

PHMC’s direct services treat each client by addressing the 
physical, mental, educational, and economic issues that present 
barriers to self-sufficiency and keep clients from living up to their
potential. They also work to help clients overcome familial prob-
lems, such as past trauma and estrangement, and environmental 
factors, such as unsafe neighborhoods and homelessness. 

The organization’s Mary Howard Health Center, Philadelphia’s
only nurse-managed primary care center for the homeless, sees
more than 1,200 homeless men, women, and children a year, and
offers primary care, behavioral health, and social services.  

PHMC’s HIV/AIDS prevention programs allow PHMC staffers to
provide HIV prevention outreach and education to IV drug users, as
well as go into shelters and directly into people’s homes to provide
social services.

Pennsylvania Injury Reporting and Intervention System, a city-
wide violence prevention program, collects data on gun violence

victims from three of Philadelphia’s trauma centers and pairs social
workers with at-risk victims to help prevent future violence.  

Case managers with the Forensic Intensive Recovery program
help people making transitions from prisons to community-based
drug treatment programs.

Within the current national and regional economic climates,
health care crisis, and dwindling financial support for social servic-
es, individuals and communities aren’t the only ones who need sup-
port, according to Richard Cohen, who in addition to being PHMC’s
president and CEO is also a vice-chair of the Alliance Board of
Directors.

Many organizations that offer those critical services also need help
in order to more effectively meet their mission of serving clients
every day. Making this available in Philadelphia and beyond is 
central to PHMC’s mission, and its track record speaks for itself. 

Capacity to Effect Change
Recently PHMC was recognized as a Public Health Institute (PHI)

by the National Network of Public Health Institutes. This distinction
recognizes collaborators across the nation that bring together uni-
versities, local government, and community-based organizations to  
tackle many of the complex public health challenges facing 
our nation. Its PHI status means PHMC can continue to build 
partnerships that will bring increased federal public health 
funding to the region.

Breaking Down Artificial Boundaries
For more than 25 years, Richard Cohen, presi-

dent and chief executive officer of PHMC, has
worked in the field of public health focusing on
services across the broad spectrum of issues 
confronting people and their communities. 

In an interview with the Alliance for Children 
& Families Magazine, Cohen was asked to 
expand on the growing intersection—or the need
to have a greater intersection—between public

health and behavioral health services.
Richard Cohen: Behavioral health is a part of public health, and 

public health has known that for some time. Behavioral health has 
just discovered that recently. I would go beyond that, I would suggest
that public health, behavioral health, and social services (traditional
human services) are all under the same big tent.

Magazine: But it hasn’t always been that way, has it?

Cohen: It always has been; it hasn’t always been recognized. The
fact is that we have all these artificial boundaries, which play no role
in the lives of real human beings. The people we serve have complex
issues and needs that cross all of these boundaries, and so our service
systems need to break down the walls. 

Virtually ever person who PHMC sees in drug treatment faces a 
variety of health issues. Often they have issues of developmental
delays in their kids, often issues of physical or sexual abuse. 
And so the separation of these kinds of things doesn’t serve 
people well; it only serves funding sources as a mechanism for 
keeping channels clearly outlined.

The Family Therapy Treatment Program helps clients in
PHMC’s substance abuse treatment centers to resolve
their family issues when they are in recovery. 
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“This distinction recognizes PHMC as one of a clearly defined net-
work of health institutes at the state and regional level,” says Cohen. “It
helps to define our role locally, statewide, and nationally and establish-
es our position in relation to other national networks.” 

Serving Organizations as well as Individuals
“Sometimes we assume responsibility for a program,” says Cohen.

“Other times we help with one part of the process or serve as a 
catalyst so the organizations themselves can focus on serving 
their constituencies, developing programs, and raising money.” 

As communities change continually, so do the policies affecting how
organizations like PHMC plan, fund, and deliver health and human
services. “Our capabilities have to be inherently flexible in order to
respond effectively to this dynamic environment,” says Cohen. 

Tested, Targeted Solutions
The phrases “providing technical assistance” and “building capacity”

are routinely bandied about in the world of nonprofit 
public health and social services. But PHMC takes a very 
literal approach to these objectives with its TArgeted Solutions 
program for nonprofits. 

Depending on the needs of the organization, PHMC might consult
on staff recruiting and financial restructuring or marketing and infor-
mational technology enhancement support. These solutions are root-
ed in the 30 years of tested experience among PHMC staff and inte-
grate the most up-to-date models for nonprofit businesses.

For Beatriz Vieira, executive director of Lutheran Settlement House
in Philadelphia, PHMC was there for her organization 
in a very literal way. “After the building housing our homeless 
shelter collapsed in 2004, PHMC’s team provided invaluable 
support, developing an organizational and fiscal assessment 
focused on disaster impact and providing a clear road map for 
implementing recommendations.” 

Other TArgeted Solutions teams help shepherd technology 
solutions to streamline procedures into the nonprofit realm. 
One solution is PHMC’s Client Registry Billing Service (CRS
Billing)—which it developed eight years ago and now uses internal-
ly—that helps other nonprofits respond to the increased need to track
client data for third-party payors. With CRS Billing, even staffers with-
out technological savvy can track clients, services, and outcomes,
invoicing in an efficient, automated way. 

Magazine: How have you been able to develop an organization
that has removed those barriers or walls?

Cohen: We have been able to respond to that problem by having
our mission include all of those things, all of those complex issues 
people experience. So we go to multiple funding sources. The same
individual may have five or six or seven different sources funding the
programs that serve them. Each systemic response helps respond to
issues that the individual has. 

One of the big things that we do in our drug treatment programs is
that we work with the children of the addicted person. Part of the
issue is to stop the cycle of addiction. Addiction is a disease that goes

on pretty much through the lifespan, and we have some success in 
dealing with it, but the real focus is that we don’t want the children 
to end up in that cycle. 

I’m a psychologist by background, and it was clear to me in the
early days of my work that what I did, what I cared about, what the
agency did, was clearly public health. Although, it wasn’t talked about
that way. I would suggest that most of human services, just like most
of behavioral health, is within the tent of public health.

Read the entire interview with Richard Cohen at
www.alliance1.org/magazine.

Health Promotion Council, a PHMC affiliate, runs 
the Eat.Right.Now. program in The School District 
of Philadelphia. 
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The Community Council for Mental Health and Mental
Retardation licensed CRS Billing in November 2006 and complet-
ed the first phase of implementation last spring. “The integration
of CRS Billing with our existing systems has allowed the
Community Council to fully automate its revenue cycle, making
our infrastructure one of the best in the area,” says Community
Council’s CEO Earle L. Bradford Jr.

A Foundation in Research
Whether it’s examining the connection between health and

behavioral health or between behavioral health and social services,
at the core, PHMC is driven by data and science.

“Everything we do flows from the science of what we know from
our research and evaluation capacity,” says John G. Loeb, PHMC
senior vice president. “We demonstrate research grants to imple-
ment an intervention, and then evaluate our own success based 

on strict, well-structured data,” says Loeb. While others in the field
of public health have been critical of this process of internal review,
PHMC stands by its long history of research and analysis to 
determine what they are doing well and what is less effective.

PHMC has also conducted two decades of HIV research federal-
ly funded by the Centers for Disease Control, the National Institute
on Drug Abuse, the National Institute of Mental Health, and the
Center for Substance Abuse Treatment. The goals of these studies
have been to assess HIV prevalence, risk behaviors, and testing fac-
tors, and to develop and evaluate interventions to reduce HIV risk
among high-risk populations such as adjudicated and drug treat-
ment youth, low-income women, and men who have sex with men.

Modeling the Best of Business
Stakeholders in the community agree that PHMC’s unique 

business model is at the root of its success. The organization 
manages more than 200 contracts each year and, with an annual
budget approaching $120 million, is known for its impeccable 
record of financial management, including more than 
two decades of clean (unqualified) audits and an overhead rate of
approximately 6 percent. 

“It remains our position today that 

successful techniques and methods from

other sectors have a place in public health

and in the nonprofit realm.”

The PHMC Care Clinic serves people with 
HIV/AIDS in North Central Philadelphia.

RICHARD COHEN
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“It remains our position today that successful techniques and
methods from other sectors have a place in public health and in
the nonprofit realm,” Cohen says. “We strive to embody highly
proficient and high-performing business models and translate
them into sound practices that serve our diverse constituents. We
seek the best practices the for-profit sector has to offer, while
always keeping our focus on our genesis and mission.”

Mergers and acquisitions, for example—a common standard in
the corporate sector—weren’t a part of the public health field in
the 1980s. The concept of outsourcing was foreign. “The predom-
inant thinking at the time was that social agencies shouldn’t focus
on these issues,” says Cohen. “We broke away from that limitation
and have gradually built our list of services and affiliates. 
Our offerings now represent the art—and the science—of 
nonprofit management.” 

Currently PHMC’s affiliates
contribute between 5-8 percent
of their total budgets for
PHMC services, depending on
the organization’s needs. By
comparison, it often costs such agencies up to 
25 percent to provide these services themselves. 

“Were we to grow into a $250-million agency,” Cohen explains,
“then the costs for our shared services could drop even more dra-
matically, to the area of four percent. We think this makes more
than financial sense—it makes possible a greater impact on 
the client populations it is our mission to serve.”

This means more than saving affiliates precious dollars; it 
represents time and energy that can deplete even the most driven
and well-organized staff. 

“We are able to offer them services at an extremely high level
that make a dramatic difference in the day-to-day life of the 

people who work in the trenches to deliver services to their
clients,” Cohen adds.

Even their name—“Health Management Corporation”—is con-
troversial in the context of the closely held tenets of the social serv-
ice and public health communities. Cohen’s response? “I’d say it
was genius on the part of our founders to assert that we are
focused on promoting the business of public health and social
services. At the end of the day, PHMC is about people and helping
them live fuller and happier lives.”  �

Timely and reliable community-level health and
social service data has been the hallmark for more
than 20 years of the Community Health Data Base
(CHDB), a trusted resource developed by PHMC
that reliably serves the public health community in
southeastern Pennsylvania.

CHDB has become a highly dependable infor-
mation source for thousands of professionals in the
region’s medical and public health sectors who use
the data to plan programs, market services, and
assess needs.

Each year, PHMC releases several research
reports on a wide range of health trends, issues, 
and disparities. The central component, the South-
eastern Pennsylvania Household Health Survey, 
is the largest local health survey in the country, 
covering Philadelphia and its surrounding counties.

Conducted every two years, the survey provides pri-
mary data on a broad range of health topics such
as health status, access to care, personal health
behaviors, women's health, children’s health, and
older adult health and social support needs.

The survey also collects data on social capital,
hunger, safety and violence, childcare, and employ-
ment. All of these data are available at the census
tract, ZIP code, county, and regional levels.

Says Steve Fera, vice president, social mission
programs for Independence Blue Cross, the leading
health insurer in Southeastern Pennsylvania,
“PHMC's Community Health Data Base has been
an extremely valuable resource for Independence
Blue Cross in both the design and implementation
of our Charitable Medical Care Grant Program. We
know of no other comparable local population
database that provides such detailed information on
health care disparities and access to health care.”

PHMC’s Community Health Data Base Project
is funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts, The William
Penn Foundation, The United Way of Southeastern
Pennsylvania, and a variety of health, government,
nonprofit, and academic entities. CHDB can be
accessed by going to www.phmc.org/chdb.

CHANCES is a substance abuse treatment center
for women run by PHMC, where day care services

are provided for children when their mothers 
are in therapy. 

Reliable Data
Part of Local
Service


